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Nowadays, computers have become more and more popular. And always people like to store their
photos on the computer to record wonderful moments. Unluckily, it's very simple to lost photos or
erased photos due to mistakenly deletion or hard drives formation. Then do you know how to
recover deleted photos?

Why to do?

Once the precious pictures miss, lots of people believe that will permanently lose them. Actually that
was not the case. There are still methods to revive them.

When you eliminate a photo or file, or format a memory, the space the photo or file was stored isn't
really removed. As a matter of fact, that space can also be "available", in other words it might write a
new photo or file there. Because of this, all you need to remember is not to store any other photos
or files to your hard disk or memory. Otherwise, the space would be overwritten by the new photos
or files. Then the possibilities you get back deleted files will be smaller.

How to do?

Below are the steps to recover deleted photos!

1. Check Recycle Bin

The first step you should do is to go to the Recycle Bin to make sure whether your lost photos or
files are there. If so, simple right-click on the one you want to get back and choose "Restore" option
to restore them to the original folder.

2. Search in hard drive

Open Start - Search - For Files and Folders. Then you will find the search results box. In it, choose
Pictures, music or video and indicate with a check mark Picture and Photos. Type the file title and
click on Search option to start.

But if you cannot find them either in the Recycle Bin or on your hard drives, then how can you do?
Restoring Photos or files by self is really difficult; therefore the best way is asking a recovery tool to
help you do the deleted files recovery. Generally a good recovery tool should be easy to use and
can recover your important data or file or photo from various storage devices and so on. Here
MagicCute Data Recovery is the fantastic tool designed for deleted file recovery.

It is very easy and safe to operate and greatly save your time. Furthermore, it also supports most
kinds of storage devices such as hard drives, memory cards, USB drives, raid array, etc.

So if you are the one who is eager to restore data, then you can try to use such a wonderful tool!
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Josephine Yang - About Author:
a Restore data  is not so difficult. Here an easy and professional way to a recover deleted photos or
files. a Get back deleted files now!
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